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For the past 40 years the Edmonton Tsunami Water Polo Club has been a key piece of the water

polo landscape in Alberta. As we approach our 40th season (2021-2022) we look to continue to

promote, expand and strengthen water polo in Edmonton. During the 2020-2021 season the

executive board worked closely with our community to create a Strategic Plan to provide a clear

vision and action plan for our club over the next five years. Tsunami is proud to celebrate our

history and confident in the direction we are headed.

This plan was created with the help of many Tsunami members, both past and present, who

were key contributors to this initiative. As Tsunami formulated our Strategic Plan we were

reminded of the power of collaboration and the value of diverse voices. Thank you to all those

who contributed to this project and helped water polo progress in the Edmonton community.
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Grow Membership

Over the next five years Tsunami will focus on membership growth through targeted

recruitment initiatives and by continuing to strengthen our club programming each season. As a

club we will foster a culture where we engage our membership, embracing change and view

each season as an opportunity to learn. To evaluate our success in this area we will analyze our

membership numbers and athlete retention percentages.

A review of our membership numbers from 2015-2020 is outlined by Figure 1 in the appendix

section at the end of this document. Figure 2 of the appendix outlines Tsunami’s athlete

retention percentages from 2015-2020. Taking these numbers into consideration, Figure 3

highlights the membership growth targets and retention rate goals for the next five seasons

(2021 - 2026).

Annual Program Review – Innovation and creativity will continue to be a key part of the

Tsunami coaching philosophy. At the end of each season our Head Coach will work with

coaches, athletes, families and the board to review the past season and strategize ways

to improve our club programming moving forward. This review will take into

consideration pool and dryland programming, competition schedules, supplemental

athlete training, team culture and feedback from stakeholders. While this may not be a

new practice at Tsunami, we believe we can strengthen and formalize this process with

an annual completion date of June 30.

Athlete Exit Interviews – Tsunami is committed to continually improving our athlete

experience. By conducting exit interviews with graduating athletes and athletes moving

on from the sport/club, Tsunami will gain valuable insight from families on the highlights

from their time at Tsunami, as well as feedback that will assist the club moving forward.

The Tsunami Coach Liaison will champion this task and conduct interviews each June and

throughout the season as needed. Athletes and families will have the choice to meet

together or separately with our Coach Liaison. An annual Athlete Exit Interview Report

will highlight key takeaways from these interviews with all feedback being kept

confidential. This report will be completed by June 30 annually to ensure that the

information can be taken into consideration while planning ahead for the next season.
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Strengthen NCL Programming – Over the next five years Tsunami will work to grow

programming at all levels: U15 Bridge Program, U17 NCL League, U19 Travel Team,

MLWP (competitive senior league) and Masters. Through a variety of targeted initiatives

which will take into consideration the unique opportunities and challenges at each level,

Tsunami will strive to align with WPC and AWPA programming. The long-term vision for

Tsunami's overall club structure is outlined in Figure 4. While we recognize this is a

highly ambitious structure, Tsunami believes in Edmonton's potential to expand our

water polo community and look forward to the steps we will take over the next five

years towards this goal.

Tsunami Play-Time Vision – At Tsunami we value, respect and support the experience of

our nationally recognized coaching team. When it comes to play-time, we encourage our

coaches to make decisions based on what is best for the team, to promote

athlete/character development, and to establish a strong team culture which aligns with

our club mission and values. Tsunami wants to empower athletes to have a direct and

open relationship with their coaches. At the beginning of each season our coaches will

share with the team how play-time will be distributed to ensure athletes are clear as to

what they can expect throughout the season.

Community Club Support – The Tsunami Bridge Program was created to provide athletes

in the Edmonton region a clear pathway to compete at the NCL level and train in a high

performance environment. Tsunami recognizes that community clubs are an important

piece of this pipeline. Through athlete camps, community activities, coach/referee

mentorship and more, Tsunami will support the growth of water polo at all levels in the

Edmonton region. Tsunami will allocate $1,000.00 each season for community initiatives.

Membership Engagement

Competing at a high performance level challenges athletes in a variety of ways, many of which

do not take place on the pool deck. At Tsunami we value being a well-rounded athlete and

recognize the important role each member of our club plays in this process. Athletes, coaches,

parents and volunteers all contribute to the success of our program (see Figure 5) and require

different support. Over the next five years we hope to introduce new, as well as maintain

current initiatives, targeted to offer resources to our members.
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Athlete Success Coordinator – In 2018 Tsunami introduced the Coach Liaison role to

equip athletes and families with a resource and clear process to bring forward concerns.

Since introducing this position we have resolved situations with open communication,

collaborative action plans and accountability to move forward in a positive direction. By

the 2022-23 season Tsunami will have developed a strategy to ensure this vital resource

is sustainable at our club long-term.

Parent Engagement Program – Tsunami recognizes that in order for our club to succeed

we need athletes, coaches and parents all working together. Over the past few seasons

Tsunami has allocated a variety of resources to support our coaches and athletes,

however we have overlooked an important piece of this puzzle: Parents. The Parent

Engagement Program is designed to connect parents, provide resources to help them

support their student-athletes, and strengthen volunteer engagement at Tsunami. The

2021-2022 season will pilot this program with customized events for athletes and

families returning from two COVID impacted seasons.

Tsunami Board and Volunteer Engagement – Tsunami is made possible as a result of

countless hours of work from club volunteers. The executive and broader board at

Tsunami take on key responsibilities at our club, however taking on these roles can be

intimidating. Tsunami wants to support volunteers by placing them in roles that play to

their strengths, provide them training/onboarding, and by succession planning for key

roles at the club. Through improved recruitment and volunteer training Tsunami can

share the workload and time required to run the club. Over the coming seasons Tsunami

will create the following resources to support club volunteers:

● Roles & Responsibilities Annual Timeline (created during 2020-21 Season)

● Volunteer Policy (2021-22 Initiative)

● Volunteer Position Handbooks (2021-22 Initiative with Annual Review)

Club Newsletter – At Tsunami we value communication and want to share club news,

athlete/team achievements, information and more with our members and alumni.

Through introducing a newsletter in the 2021-22 season Tsunami looks forward to

further connecting our community. The Club Newsletter will be a task championed by

our Secretary and Head Coach.
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Promote Diversity & Inclusion

The Edmonton Tsunami Water Polo Club promotes diversity and inclusion at all levels in our

organization: Athletes, coaches, alumni and board members. Over the next five years Tsunami

will continue to seek to better understand the different inequities that exist in sport culture and

work to break down these barriers.

Tsunami Diversity and Inclusion Statement

Education Opportunities – Education and sensitivity training will equip us with the tools

to continue to strive for a welcoming and inclusive environment at Tsunami. Each season

our club leadership (board members and coaches) will participate in education

opportunities to increase awareness and broaden perspectives on diversity and inclusion

at Tsunami. Figure 6 in the appendix outlines the annual education plan.

Diversity & Inclusion Committee – The landscape surrounding diversity and inclusion is

constantly progressing and requires continual attention. Through establishing a Diversity

& Inclusion Committee at Tsunami we hope to amplify diverse voices, prioritize this

conversation at our club and continue to create initiatives to support these topics. The

Diversity & Inclusion Committee will be established in the 2021-2022 season.

Funding Opportunities – One of the leading participation barriers for athletes in all

sports is cost. Fees associated with registration and travel can prevent athletes from

participating at the NCL, provincial and national team levels. Tsunami hopes to assist

athletes overcome this barrier by working to connect families with funding opportunities

such as bursaries, grants and sponsorships. This initiative will aim to increase funding

annually as Tsunami grows by finding partners who share our passion for youth sports

and diversity/inclusion (see Figure 7). In addition to club solicited opportunities, Tsunami

will work to connect athletes with other scholarships and grant opportunities outside

Tsunami (ex. KidSport, Jump Start, etc).
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Tsunami Outreach Program – Over the next five years Tsunami hopes to share water

polo with different communities who do not currently have access to water polo as a

result of facility limitations, coaching resources, cost and other sport barriers. The

Tsunami Outreach Program will work to provide more Edmontonians the opportunity to

experience water polo through volunteer run camps. These camps will provide coaches

and athletes the opportunity to contribute to positive change in our community. This

initiative will be championed by our Diversity and Inclusion Committee who will look to

organize 2-3 camps annually.

Athlete Success Initiative – Recognizing the diversity of our membership, Tsunami

understands that not all athletes are starting at the same place and that some athletes

require unique support. Through connecting with families, building trust, and respecting

privacy/confidentiality Tsunami will work to ensure that all athletes are given the

support they need to succeed in our club environment.

Mental Health Awareness – Tsunami is committed to joining our sports community in

the mission to reduce the stigma surrounding mental health in athletics. Through

organized opportunities, shared resources and open discussion, Tsunami will focus not

just on physical health, but also mental health for our athletes.

Professional Development

Strengthening the coaches and referees at Tsunami will have a direct and meaningful impact on

athletes. Over the next five years Tsunami will work to strengthen coaches and referees through

targeted projects. These initiatives will support professional development and contribute to the

expansion of water polo not only at Tsunami, but in the entire Edmonton region.
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Tsunami Coach Mentorship Program (CMP) – Since its inception in 2018, the Tsunami

Coach Mentorship Program has supported the growth of water polo in Edmonton. With

more than 15 coaches having gone through this program, Tsunami continues to improve

the CMP each year and has seen other Canadian clubs launch their own version of this

initiative. Tsunami looks forward to continuing with the Coach Mentorship Program and

working with the next generation of coaches.

Edmonton Learning Facilitator and Coach Evaluator – Edmonton does not currently

have any local Learning Facilitators or Coach Evaluators which increases the cost for all

clubs in our community when it comes to coach development. Tsunami will work to have

a local NCCP Learning Facilitator and Coach Evaluator by 2023.

Coach Compensation & PD Structure – Coach retention and recruitment will be key for

the long-term success of our club. Tsunami will continue to emphasize coaching through

the growth and development of our staff.  A Coach Pay Grid & Structure will be

established by the 2021-22 season with the primary goals being to retain coaches,

compensate coaches for planning/meeting time, and encourage professional

development.

Tsunami Referee Mentorship Program – Tsunami has identified that one of our current

gaps is the limited number of referees in our region and low referee engagement.

Through the creation of a Referee Mentorship Program we hope to support and

promote referees in Edmonton. Tsunami will utilize the Water Polo Canada Club

Assistance Program to support this initiative and work with WPC and AWPA to find a

solution. A pilot program for the RMP will be launched in the 2021-22 season. Figure 8

outlines Tsunami’s referee targets for the next five year.

Financial Sustainability

The Tsunami financial structure is intricate and prioritizes the sustainability of the club

long-term as well as keeping water polo affordable to families. Creating a long-term financial

plan which includes fee forecasting will assist Tsunami with year-to-year operations and

consistency. In the future Tsunami may see dramatic changes to grant, bingo and casino funding

and therefore diversifying our revenue streams will protect the club in the future. Over the next

five years Tsunami plans to explore different funding opportunities to sustain our programming.
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Make it Possible Program – Fundraising is one financial revenue stream that Tsunami

plans to explore in the future. Through establishing the Make it Possible Program in

2021, Tsunami will offer a variety of fundraising opportunities to allow for club growth as

well as support members looking for additional opportunities to offset their fees.

Partnership Program – Tsunami will continue our Club Partnership Initiative

(sponsorship and donations) first introduced in the 2020-2021 Season. This program will

support different targeted initiatives each season and connect Tsunami with local

partners who share our passion for youth sports. The Tsunami executive board will

assign a board member annually to work with the head coach to meet Partnership

funding targets which are outlined in Figure 9.

Treasurer Training & Succession Planning – Perhaps our most technical volunteer role,

the treasurer position is vitally important at Tsunami. To support volunteers taking on

this position we will establish a training and succession plan to create a smooth

transition. To prepare for this changeover we will request that treasurers planning to

step down notify the club a minimum of 6 months before the AGM. This will provide the

Tsunami Board time to recruit an assistant treasurer to shadow the role prior to taking it

over fully. In addition to this training we will continue to maintain and improve income

diversification, strategic and financial planning, sound administration and finance

practices, and utilize online accounting platforms to facilitate these processes.(ex.

QuickBooks, icloud account manager, Dext, Plooto, etc.).
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Appendix

Figure 1: Historical Membership Numbers

Tsunami Membership Numbers 2016 - 2021

2016 - 2017 2017 - 2018 2018 - 2019 2019 - 2020 2020 - 2021 *

U8/U10 20 17 45 54 -

U12 14 21 8 15 -

U14 (Bridge) 19 13 21 17 19

NCL Female 9 18 20 15 17

NCL Male 12 10 14 15 20

Total U8-U19 74 79 100 116 -

Total Bridge - NCL 40 41 55 47 56

* Significant impacts from COVID on recruitment initiatives & programming
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Figure 2: Historical Retention Rates

Tsunami Retention Rates 2016 - 2021

2016 - 2017 2017 - 2018 2018 - 2019 2019 - 2020 2020 - 2021 *

U8/U10 35.48% 35.29% 61.36% 63.33% TBD

U12 75.00% 82.61% 77.78% 76.92% TBD

U14 (Bridge) 75.00% 78.95% 68.18% 82.35% TBD

NCL Female 71.43% 77.78% 69.23% 77.33% TBD

NCL Male 72.73% 100.00% 66.67% 80.00% TBD

Average 65.93% 74.93% 68.64% 75.99% TBD

* 2020-21 Retention rates TBD based on registration for 2021-22 season

Figure 3: Membership & Retention Targets

Tsunami Membership Growth & Retention Targets 2021 - 2026

2021 - 2022 2022 - 2023 2023 - 2024 2024 - 2025 2025 - 2026*

Bridge 20 70% 22 75% 24 75% 27 75% 30 75%

NCL 20 70% 22 73% 24 75% 27 77% 30 80%

MLWP 10 - 11 - 12 - 13 - 15 -

Total 50 70% 55 74% 60 75% 67 76% 75 78%
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Figure 4: Long-Term Structure Vision

Long-Term Tsunami Club Structure Vision

Male Female

U15 Bridge Program 20 Athletes
(Two teams of 10 athletes)

20 Athletes
(Two teams of 10 athletes)

U17 NCL Team 20 Athletes
(Two teams of 10 athletes)

20 Athletes
(Two teams of 10 athletes)

U19 Travel Team 10 Athletes 10 Athletes

MLWP 10 Athletes 10 Athletes

Masters 30 Members

Overall Club Membership goal = 110
*Allows for 25% membership overlap (ex. “Playing-up”, participating in MLWP & Masters, etc)

Figure 5: Athlete Success Triangle

Tsunami Athlete Success Triangle
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Figure 6: Diversity & Inclusion Education Plan

Diversity & Inclusion Education Plan

2020 - 2021 2021 - 2022 2022 - 2023 2023 - 2024 2024 - 2025 2025 - 2026

All Youth Matter:
Inclusion Training

TBD* TBD* TBD* TBD* TBD*

* Training opportunities will determined by the Tsunami Diversity & Inclusion Committee annually

Figure 7: Athlete Funding Opportunity Targets

Athlete Funding Opportunity Targets

2021 - 2022 2022 - 2023 2023 - 2024 2024 - 2025 2025 - 2026

$2,000.00 + $3,000.00 + $4,000.00 + $5,000.00 + $5,000.00 +

Figure 8: Referee Targets

Tsunami Referee Targets 2021 - 2026

2021 - 2022 2022 - 2023 2023 - 2024 2024 - 2025 2025 - 2026

Regional 20 30 30 30 30

Provincial 0 0 10 12 12

National 0 0 0 0 5

Total 20+ 30+ 40+ 42+ 47+

Figure 9: Partnership Funding Targets

Tsunami Partnership Targets 2021 - 2026
(Sponsorships & Donations)

2021 - 2022 2022 - 2023 2023 - 2024 2024 - 2025 2025 - 2026

$5,000 + $6,000 + $7,000 + $7,000 + $7,000 +

Note: Targets above set based on 2020-21 Partnership Program which raised $4,150.00
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